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We are grateful to Referee #2 for remarks which stimulated us to clarify some of our
ideas. Referee #2 claimed that trace fossil Trichichnus “[...] might or might not be
interpreted as remains of Thioploca filaments and indications of framboids that might
or might not have been colonized by nanowire forming bacteria.”, and continues [...]
the hypothesis proposing the function of the structure as electric wires is not supported
by the data. Though nothing in the data set contradicts the idea, my point is that idea
is not needed to explain the Trichichnus fossil scientifically.” Indeed, we do not need
to explain Trichichnus as an electric wire. We consider this trace fossil as a remnant
of the Thioploca-like bacterial mat. Such starting point entails further considerations
that brought us to (bio)geobattery idea. Actually, there are two important points of our
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manuscript, partly time-related, listed and discussed below:

1) Thioploca-like bacteria as possible Trichichnus trace maker None of the known or-
ganisms can produce Trichichnus-like spatial structure visible in our CT scanner pic-
tures, except for large sulphur bacteria constructing a long and dense mat with vertical
filaments reaching the Trichichnus dimension. Therefore, we narrowed our interpreta-
tion to Thioploca-like bacteria. At the present stage, the interpretation of Thioploca-like
bacteria as the Trichichnus trace maker is based only on a rough comparison of 3D
pictures.The similarity is striking and in our opinion this is the best explanation of origin
of this trace fossil. In addition, Thioploca-like bacteria link different chemical zones in
the sediment what is important when the potential of Trichichnus to facilitate an elec-
tron transfer is regarded. As referee #2 says “[..] the interpretation of the Trichichnus
fossil as remains of Thioploca sheets might be a convenient alternative to the classical
interpretation [..]”.

2) transformation of Thioploca-like sheaths into Trichichnus, including their bacterial
consortia and iron sulfide infilling, which could serve as "bioelectric cables”. Trichich-
nus is a unique place where several bioelectric processes can be met, both these
related to strictly biogenic processes and those which combine bacteria and miner-
als. The filamentous forms of the family Beggiatoacea (comprising Thioploca spp.)
were just pointed out as the main direct competitors to cable bacteria (see Nielsen and
Risgaard-Petersen, 2015) In addition, Thioploca’s sheaths are inhabited by consortia
of different bacteria (Kojima et al., 2006; Teske et al., 2009) or even protists (Buck et
al., 2013). Positive hybridization with probe CoSRB385 points out that these consortia
are related to members of deltaproteobacterial family Desulfobactereaceae, in compet-
itive hybridization with almost identical (single mismatch) probe InSRB385 designed for
families Desulfobulbaceae (Malkin & Meysman, 2015) and Desulfovibrionaceae (Teske
et al., 2009). Close relationship between Thioploca and iron sulfides is observed al-
ready at the early stages of bacterial mat formation. Studies of Thioploca spp. from
the Bay of Conception showed that filaments of the short-cell morphotype disappear
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from sheaths during autumn/winter time and these empty sheaths are stained with
iron sulfide (Schulz et al. 2000; we add this paper to references). A complex elec-
troactive biofilm, interconnecting bacterial cells and iron sulfide surfaces (see refs. in
the manuscript), can form the long-distance wires reaching further than it has been
documented, so far. Pyrite (iron disulfide) framboids which typically infill the Trichich-
nus trace maker can extent electron transfer into later stages of diagenesis (a model
described in the last chapter of the manuscript), when the metal semiconductor (pyrite
wire in this case) crosses over the redox boundary, and fulfills the geobattery idea. Sul-
fur in iron sulfide framboids results from bacterial (typically Desulfovibrio desulfuricans)
sulfate reduction, is sometimes modified by bacterial sulfur oxidation.

Referee #2 expects us to tone down the Trichichnus-biogeobattery idea because we
do not have a substantial evidence. However, the idea is always a good starting point.
There are not many or, better to say, there are practically no examples of palaeogeo-
batteries. In our paper, we present a potential ancient place where several biopro-
cesses related to electron transfer in sediment could proceed. Number of evidence
for such processes, both in the field and laboratory investigations, has been growing
significantly for last few years. Development of new technologies, e.g. multipurpose
electrodes which combine reactive measurements with electrical geophysical mea-
surements (Zhang et al., 2010) opens new frontiers in monitoring microbial processes
in sediments. We believe that our idea enhances special attention to Thioploca’s en-
dobionts in respect of their electron exchange along the cell-to-mineral wires. The
fossilized filamentous sulphur oxidizing bacteria operating at the oxic-anoxic interface
are reported even from the Palaeoproterozic (e.g., Hiatt et al., 2015). However, we
should be aware that discovery of fossilized “wires” that operated in sediment alone
can be difficult. Since a “cable bacteria” trigger a rapid oxygenation of the sediment,
they also allow a bioturbating macrofauna to colonize the bottom in the next step and
to destroy them mechanically (e.g., Malkin et al., 2014). It seems that Trichichnus is
the only record of bioelectrical processes in the fossil state due to deep-tier occurrence
of the Thioploca sheaths far below range of most bioturbating organisms, i.e., at the
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depth of 20–30 cm.

The sentence (p. 17715, l. 19-20) “Regarding Thioploca sulphur bacteria it is in-
teresting to note that bacterial species Desulfitobacterium frappier is capable of both
reducing [...]” is rephraseed into “It is interesting to note that other sulphur bacteria
species Desulfitobacterium frappier is capable of both reducing [...]”.
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